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   The experiment of diffusion by the 
three layer method. 1. S.akurada and t1I. 
Taniguchi. J. Sx. Chem. Ind. Jaymt, 40, 
zzy-zzg (r g3yJ.-Though the four layer 
method by means of the Oholm vessel has 
been generally applied to the expt. of diffu-
sion on high molecular compds., the three 
layer metkrod has been devised by the authors. 
In order to carry out the expt. of diffusion 
with leas error the value of h=/(glltJ should 
be selected near o.t6. (Ir denotes the height 
of layer by cm, D diffusion cons[. by cm°/day, 
and t time mensured bydays). \Vhen the three 
layer method is taken for this expt. the normal 
diffusion cons[. can be obtained under the 
condition of (qI)Q=o.g6, and t, the time of 
diffusion, is shortened more than half the 
time taken by the four layer method. The 
table of diffusion cons[. is gieen. "I'he exp[. 
carried out by the three layer method is 
compared with that b}• the four la}•er method 
with the simple of acetylcellalwe dextrine. 
As the results of this comparison the three 
layer method isassured to be more applicable. 
                           J. c. z.
   Chemical study by molecular raps: 
Direct measurement of effective radios 
of reacting particles. I. CI, and Na. 
S Sasaki, E, Nishibori, and K. Uchida. J. 
C/re»r. Sao .Tay¢tt, 57, rz77-r'-83 Ir936)~ 
By introducing atomic rays oC Na from d+e 
lower part of gaseous C]_ and by illuminating 
them From the side with intensely white light, 
the sum of the effective radius for the ralction 
of Cl:}Na, a=rCl.-I-'Na, was measured to be 
a=3.53 A by the method of searching for
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fluorescence lue to Na. When the above 
sum was calcd, on the basis of the classical 
gas theory, a=3.6oA was obtained. These 
two values were proved to be approximate. 
    II. Na and O.. C, Srsaki, E. Nisbi-
ltori, G. Kondo and K. Kotem. ibid., rz8q-
tzgo (t g3ti).-By introducing atomic rays into 
the tube in which N. or O. under various 
pressures (to-°~to''mmJ was enclosed and 
by potting them in collision with one another, 
the reacting radius was calcd. from the mea-
sural mean free path as follows: (t) a= 
6.g5xto-sent, (z) a=6.t3xto-'cm,for O_; 
o=6.q6 X to-" cm for N.. These show that 
there is little difference behveen the effective 
radius in Nato: and that in Nat N.. 
   III. I, and Na. L. Nishibori. ibid., 
tzgt-tzg9 ([936).-By giving atomic rays of 
Na at right angle to the molecular raps of I_ 
or naphthalene. a, [he effective radius for I. 
Na, and a', that for naphthalene-Na, were 
measured from the decrease in intensity of the 
molecular nys. The ratio obtained is a/a'= 
o.ggg. From this result it was found that 1_ 
and Na react by approaching each other nearly 
to the extent of the collision assumed in the 
gas thcor}•. J. C. I,. 
   Relation between the electron theory 
of metals of Sommerfeld and that of 
Frenkel. AI. Sato. Sei. Repts. Tdhoha Iney. 
~uir., I, 2a, rr3G-n qo (tg3y).-Assuming 
that the motion of a particle moving in 
Fermigas i a degenerated Brownian motion, 
the present writer derived Sommer(eld's electric 
and thermal conductivity of metals from 
Frenkefs electron theory. Author.
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    A note on the mutual potential 
energy of two deuteron nuclei. K. 
Umeda, S. '1'omonaga and Y. Una Sci. 
Payers btrt. PGys.G'Ge,n. ResearcG, 3'l, 87-95 
(rg37).-I?xchange energy and can der Wants 
energy of hvo deuteron uclei are rated., as-
suming the cigenfunction f deuteron to be 
dependent of the relative disutnce of pmton 
and neutron as well as of the coordinate of 
the centre of mass, both in the Gaussian (orm. 
1lajorana interaction behveen eutron and 
proton is taken in the Gaussian, the exponential 
or the rectangular hole form. If the centre of 
mass of cacb of both deuterons i cer}• dif-
fusely defined, a very strong attraction mmes 
into play in the nose of antiparallel spins, so 
that too deuterons in a nucleus lrow a ten-
dency to ama z~amate into an a particle, and 
in the case of the other spin orientations a 
strong repulsion will take place. if the centre 
of mass of each of both deuterons i very 
sharply defined, ktc van der Wants energy is 
much stronger than the exchange nergy. 
'I-he dependency of these force.; on the rel.i-
tivedistance between the hvo deuterons i  not 
expresscrl in the ti-hmction, as claimed by 
Bethe and Ilacheq but it is expressed in a 
Gaussian function, the decrcmcnt of which is 
found to he twice in amt. of that of the 
eigenfimction f deuteron. Authors. 
   A note on the overlapping integral. 
S. Tomonaga nd IC. Umeda. .Sri- Payers 
Irtst. PGyr. CGc»r. ResearcG, 32, g7-toz (t937)• 
-The allowable sharpness of locating the 
centre of mass of each of hvo abms is de-
duced, on the condition that the overlap-
ping integral of the nvo atoms is consistent 
with the I-Ieitler-London's finite value rated. 
for fixed nuclei : z 
we}DI nt+31 n ~ linear 
dimension locating centre of mass < m+Iilla, 
where vre and :11 are the masses of electron 
and nucleus resp. and a is the radius of atom. 
The above quation explains the former esult 
obtained in the previous paper, namely, the 
overlapping integral of hvo deuterons vanishes, 
also in the case where a perfect coincidence 
of their centres of mass takes place, if the
latter is strictly defined. Authors. 
   On the dynamical iquid drop model 
of atomic nuclei. K. Umerla nd Y. Ono. 
Sei. Papers Inst. I'Ays. (.'Gem. Research, 32, 
uo-u8 (tg37).-Thomas-Ferm~sliquid drop 
model of atomic nuclei s treated ynamically 
in rite same wa}• as Bloch bas done for atomic 
electrons. Proper frtyuencies v of the vibra-
tion of the liquid drop with P° spherical 
harmonics are given by the roots of the known 
mathematical «luatirnt, 1J1+;; (s)-z'Ir+; (xl 
o, as v= nR x, where +/ U is a universrtl 
nuclear most (8,g4.to"•( e•,) sec'') and R 
                             mr.-
the radius of nucleus. The frequencies are, 
accordingly, inversely proportional to the cubic 
root of [he mass number. The lower frequen-
cies have the same order of magnitude as that 
of r-rays. :lmhors. 
   A note on the polymerisation of 
styrene as revealed by the Ramnn 
effect. S. 11Iizusbima, Y. (tforino and Y. 
moue. ReJI. CGcu,. Soc. Japan, 12, t3z-t35 
(t q37). .~ pot}'rncr of styrene, prepd. by 
beating the monomer CnHSCI-I=C[Ir at t3o°C 
fx to hrs., (or which the cryosropic measure-
ment (in Ixnzene solo.) gave a molecular w•t. 
of u~o (pnlrmerisation degree=n), showed 
the intensity ratio of the Roman lines tti3q cm ' 
to t6oz cm ' to lx r/to times v large as that 
of the monomer If the intensities of the lines 
r634 and i(wz are proportional to the number 
of ethylene bonds and benzene nuclei, resp., 
the olsen•ed intensity change mnfonns with 
the view that polystyrene is not cyclic, but 
consists of thread molecules. The polymerisa-
tion process i also studied at room temp. by 
means of such an intensity measurement 
                              Authors. 
   Polarization-interference•fringe in 
Hilger F., quartz spectrograph. Ii. 
Yoshinaga. .Iayan..T. PGys.,1'l, t-7 (t937)~ 
In order to explain the intedurencc fringe and 
iU disappearing point w•hicb appear in such a 
quartz spectrograph as Iiilger E, type for 
polarized continuous ligh4 the intensify of the
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light falling into the photographic plate was 
calcd. when the plane polarized light, the 
plane of polarization of which had the in-
clination of a5° to the direction of the slit of 
the spectrograph, was used. This light 6e-
mmes in general the elliptic polarized light for 
the interference effect in the total reflection 
prism (the phase diFerence of the ordinary 
and extraordinary light r r0). The deformation 
of the ellipse xpressing locus of this elliptic 
polarized ]fight in mnseyuence of the 
rotation oC the plane of polarization i the 
Ions, the 30° prism (B and p rrsp.), the un-
equal reflection at the surface of the 30° 
prism and the photographic plate (this value 
being calcd. by Presnel's ttluation) was calcvl. 
sort the intensity I oC the light bt the photo-
graphic plate was obtained in such a relation 
as I=f,(B, p)}fr(B, p) cos r~. The other 
method to ohtain f.(B, p) is also shown. it 
is found in this relation that the interfemnce 
fringe appeitrs frr the variation of the value 
of W corresponding tp carious wave lengths 
and the disappearing point of the fringe is 
obtained from the condition oC ,f.(B, p)=o. 
This condition explains the change oC B cor-
responding to the light, for which the dis-
appearing point of the fringe appears, from 
both ofthe ven a d odd multiple, of z (the 
latter case being newly observed by the author), 
particularly in the s}wrt wave length side. 
The value of the chan;;c of 0 calcd, in such 
a way coincides well with the expd. value. 
                            Author.
   Studies on solubilities. III. On 
the solubilities of isomers. 3. S. 
Sugito. Teek. Repis. hguahu bop. Unfr., L, 
6z-78 (x937)•-The a~lubililies of benzoic acid 
(:1), O-, .lI-, Poxybenzoic acid (B, C, D), 0-, 
M-nitrobcnzoic a id (F., P) in dry benzene (I) 
and in wet benzene (II) mntg. o.o53q water 
which was pmpated by saturating the hrnzene 
ccith water at z3.oo°C. were detd. between 
zo° and 3o°C. by synthetic method with 
exu~emely dr solutes and solvents. The esptl. 
data were as follows : C indicates the solubility 
in .ct. per cent. at t°C.
(~) lI), ]ogC=to.55o55z+o.ozoztgxt 
                        -o.00oo665atz r 
  (II), IogC=+o.566oz5+o.oaootoot 
                        -o .0ooo66S y t o t' 
(B) (I), IogC=-o.6r6o6+o.ozo5o78 t 
                        -o .o00ooo96zaot t' 
  (II), IogC=-a563o5z+oozorz77t 
                         -0.00ooo63r_St t' 
(C) (I), IogC=-z.7aoz76+o.ozzyx76t 
                      +o.ooom 53 tr q P 
  (11), IogC=-z.aa7zo+o.orjaz37t 
                      +o.oooo7r367a t' 
(D) (I), IugC=-z.8o68r+o.oz3zg68t 
                          -o .ooxz3t5o7 t'
  (II), IogC=-z7tz87}o.oza3777t 
                          -o .oooor76u3 t'
(E) (I), Io~C=-t.oa68So+aon};5zot 
  (II), log C=-0.86759+o.or j7978 t
                      +0.00005[ 8z76P
(F) (1), ]ogC=-o.za5776+oat9a3o5t 
                         -0 .000003395--~ t' 
  (II), IogC=-o.a85387+o.ot,t37a5t
                      +o,000037o57a P 
                              .luthor.
   Boundary layer profiles made visible 
by means of Wilson Photograph of 
alpha rays. i1T. Afatukawa. Prnc. bay. 
acad. ('T'okyo), 13, 98-roo (x937)• ~1 new 
method of direct]}' photographing the velocity 
distribution curves in the air flow was invented 
and applied to the boundary Inycr investiga-
tion. It consists of C.T.R. R'ilson's method 
of photographing the ionisation tracks of g-
rays emitted normally through the boundary 
layer of a moving object. Oxving to the air 
How caused by the mofion the tracks softer 
some distortion which reveals in a striking and 
cVnerete manner the vebciq• profiles. 
                            Author.
   K-absorption spectra of copper. T. 
Hapashi. Sei. Xepta. 731u>ku I>n1,. Lrnis., 25, 
66t-685 (tg36).-Using a focussing X-my 
spectrograph of Cauchois type, the li-absorp-
tion spectra of copper in the states of Cu 
metal, Cu-Ni alloy, a-brass, (?-buss, Cu,O, 
CuO, CuSO,NH, and CuCOi are observed,
9fiI~lt~mi~~ Vol. lln No. 6 (1937)
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(t) Purc Cu shows three steps in the K-
absorption edge : the longest wave-length 
edge K„ the shortest K: and a faun edge 
K'. These are due to the electron-jmnps 
K-I1In, v, 1{-N't, K-Nu to resp. Lt the alloy 
Ni-Cu and a-brass, the Cu-K-alsorption edge 
is similar to that of pure Cu. The edge K, 
has the same wave length as in pure Cu. (z) 
An edge near the position K. atone appears 
in CuCOz and CuSO.~NH;,. In Cu.O the 
edges arc very similar to those in pure Cu, 
except that a nex~ faint edge K" appears on 
the shoe wave-length side of K.. In Cu0 
occurs athree-step edge, shorter in wave-length 
than those in Cu_O, but loner in tcave-length 
than those in CuCOz and CuSO~NHt. The 
oln-en•ation shows no direct correlation with 
the valence of the Cu amnt. (;) In (i-brass, 
which is an inter-metallic aned., there is one 
edge near K, in pure Cu. It accompanies 
a very fine substructure on the short wave-
length side. (;) Fine-structures occurring in 
the rev ion of wave-lengths horter than tLe 
principal edge of Ni and Cu in pure Cu, pure 
Ni, Ni-Cu and u-brass, which cq•stalisc all in 
face-centered cubic lattices, arc all similar. 
The fine-structure of t\ti absorption spectrum 
in Ni-Qt sLoxs the same energy-sepns. as 
that of Cu in tLe some alloy. Avthor. 
   Densities of tungsten filaments. 
R. '1•ajimc. .llazrla Fetttl~ya Jiho, 1L, 5r 
(tq;y).-"Pen years ago, when the author 
reported the results obtaineri by the direct 
measurement, they did not agree with the valuq 
computed Ly the structural data adopted 
generally at that lime. It is of interest to 
notice that the recently published data dctd. 
by S-ra}' analysis Lave come to coincide 
sensibly with the author's direct measurement 
p=t9.zy (to.ot) for well aged pure filaments 
ranging from Bolt to t 4 /~ in rliametcr and 
p=tq.x6 for a single crystal. The mean 
value for tq thoriated aged filaments is -p= 
tq.oq (to.oz). These densities arc indepen-
dent of diameter within the range. For 
umge~l wires the densities decrease about o.y9o 
as the drawing proccetls from 4o lr down to 
t41t for the Iwth kinds. No change in length
t-Gnrernl cord Fhpticnl Chemis[rp 473
exceeding the exptl. error (to.o[9e) was 
observed by the aging of these drawn wires. 
                             Author.
   Kokutai-Ondo (Illack bodytempera-
ture). R. Tajime. :lfazda Fertb;yu Jilw, 
1l, go-gt (tq;7).-The Japanese term 
"Kokutai-0ndo' is the translation of the 
German `schwane Temperatur". Since the 
high temp. measurement developed most 
precisely in Ameriu••t zo years ago. the black 
holy temps. have bean classified into three 
kinds, nameiv, "brightness temp.", "color 
temp." and "radiation temp." In Jalnn, 
though this clarification in tenniuology it
most widely adopted by illuminating and radio 
engineers, some physicisU and almost all of 
metallurgists ill now follow the inadequate term 
"schwarze Tem pemtur ", not improved in 
Germany and in. Glollaud (zwarte tempetatur). 
It seems to be better to foll~rw• the American 
classification, i  which the term "black Mdy 
temp. " 1,.1s now no physical significance, un-
less the kind of black Intly temp, is assigned, 
e.g. ° black baly brightness temp." 
                            Author. 
    Measurement of circular dicbroism 
in the ultra-violet regions. I. R. 
1'suchida. brJl. L'henr. Soc..luyan, 12, z76-
z85 (rg37).-The author has proposed an 
accurate malified method of liuhn and Braun 
for measuring circular dicbroism and worked 
out a general equation (or the measurement. 
=.-.r= ~ ore sin h {tan zr ms zm), where 
r and of are varialiles representing angular 
positions of the polarizer and the analyser of 
the optical system, while e, and r, are dre 
extinction coeffs. for right cord left circularly 
polarised rays. llte range of applicability is 
discussed for the approximate equation, r,-c, 
= cal tan z: cos zm. TLc ircular dicbroism 
as well as the rotatnry dispersion of a-bromo-
camphor-rr-sulphonate were measured in the 
visible and the ultra-violet regions. Author. 
   Rhythmic precipitates. VIII. On 
therhythmic precipitates of lead iodate
9fit~it~mi~~ Vol. lln No. 6 (1937)
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in gelatine gel. T. Isemura. J. C/rem. 
Sac. Japan, 58, Sot-3oa (r937)•-The forma-
tion of rhytlunic ppls. of lead iodate by the 
diffusion of acetate or nitrate of lead into the 
gelatine j lly mntg. potassium iodate is reported. 
In ordinary commercial gelatine which always 
contains some impurities ofchlorides and phos-
phates, the rhythmic bands of lead iodate 
laecomes undistinguishable by a slrip.of white 
ppts., protably consisting of chloride and 
phosphate of lead. R'ith gelatine purified U}• 
electro- dialysis or Loch's methal, very beauti-
ful and well definer) hythmic pp[s. are formed. 
Lean iodate makes often the helic.ridal ppts. 
The reason for the fomtalion of dress ppts. is 
not tboroughl}•clcrr. The effects o(dre concns. 
of outer- and inner-electrolyte and gelatine 
jelly were investigated. •I'he increase of the 
coven. of outer- anJ inner-electrolyte makes 
the intervals of bands closer,.and the number 
of hands formed is increased, but the inerense 
of the concn. of gelatine makes the distance 
behvccn Imnds larger, and the number of bands 
formed iminishes. Light liar no influence. 
The higher the temp, is, the smaller the 
number of hands and the larger the inten•als 
between Ixuxls. Author. 
    On Gerlach's thermomagnetie-
electromotive force in nickel, iron and 
nickel-iron alloys. N. Yamanaka. Set. 
Repts. '1'olrokrr Irnp. Univ., 26. 4o-a7 (t 937)• 
-Gerlacli s thermomagnetic .m.L generated 
in nickel, iron and seven kinds of nickel-icon 
alloys was tudied. The main results obtained 
are : (t) the behaviours in the ma~wetic 
field and also unrier the temp. gradient are 
similar to the results already reported for 
nickel and some ferromagnetic alto}'s ; (z) 
the max. sum. value u( this e.m.f. is the 
greatest in nickel and the least in jj% Ni-Fe 
alloy; (3) in iron, the e.m.(. shows [he 
inversion of its scns^_ in some strength of the 
magnetic field in the cold drawn specimen as 
NCII :4S in the specimen re-crystallised h}• an-
nealing. Author. 
    On the ultra-sonic and chemical 
reactions. II. Effects on fats and
ARS RA 5CT Vol. XI 
oils. T. '1'azuhama. ./ Elenlrnclieur. dseac. 
Japan, 5, zzj-zz8 (t937)•-Chis report is the 
descriptions of the chem. effects of ultra-sonic 
mdiations on fits and oils compared with 
those of mech. agilations (fioo R/min) at the 
same temp. The oils used were soJabean, 
liver, sardine, whale and shark oils. The 
oscillator was zjo watts push-pull with vibrator 
of crystal, the frequency being 50o kc/sec. 
This produced oil spwts about o-t j em high. 
The effects of ultra-sonic and beat-agitation 
were small in vegetable oils. Alarked effect 
n•as obsen•ed in fish oils decreasing the LV. 
and increasing the SV., i\.V., refractive index 
and sp.gr., and the action was greater in the 
case of ultra-sonic waves than in the case of 
heat-agitations. The change of oils seems to 
be due to the oxidation, polymerization a d 
decompn. The addn. of active carbon or 
Japanese acid clay accelerated the change of 
oils under ultra-sonic mdiations, distinct deo-
rloiization and decolorization teas obset vcrl. 
II was recognized that he. ultra-sonic rndiatious 
increase the drying propen}' ofoils. hoe this 
change it seems that the oxygen in the air 
plays important action. :\uthor. 
   On the crystal structure of thio-
phosphoryl bromide PSIIr,. I. Nina and 
]{. Suenaga. Sci. Papers brat. Phye. Che,a. 
Reaearcli, 31, tzt-tzq (t937)•-The \-ray 
crystal structure of PS13r, vas im•tstigaled. 
The crystal is cubic with a=n.o3 ~\, 7.=3, 
space group T°„-Pa3. The density measured 
is rh,=z.q7 (dr„t~=z.qy from S-ray data). 
The structure as given is probabl}• quite similar 
to that of SnJa, with P and S on krc trigonal 
axe, Sr in getreml positions, and min. mole-
cular symmetry of C.-g. Intermolecular 
forces and the possible xistence of double 
molecules arc discussed. Authors. 
   On the effects of stress nn Gerlach's 
electromotive force in nickel. iron, and 
nickel-iron alloys. N. Yammtaka. Sni. 
Rept.s. 'l'nAokrr bop. Univ.. L6, 4S-ja (r937). 
=1'he etTects of tension and tortion rnt Gerlaclrs 
Ihermomagnetic e.m.f. generated in nickel, 
icon and nickel-iron allo}'s are summarised as
9fiI~lt~mi~~ Vol. lln No. 6 (1937)
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follows. (t) In nickel, and nickel-iron alloy 
(87.jq Ni), the sum. value of the electro-
motive force. and tl:e intensity of magnetic 
bell. at which the electromotive force is Bald. 
increase with increase of tension. (z) In 
nickel-iron alloys which contain less than 87.j 
per cent. of nickel, the greater the tension 
applied, the smaller the electromotive force 
generates. (3) In iron, the application of 
tension results on the one hand in diminutian 
of the pos. roux, value of the e]ec[romotive 
Force, and on the other hand in disry`acement 
of the field intensity, at which the electro-
motive force changes its sign, toward the 
weaker field. (9) "I'he torion causes the 
decrease of the electromotive force in iron and 
nickel. Author. 
   Rhythmic precipitates. I%. On the 
rhythmic precipitates of silver carbo-
nate, silver iodate, and silver arsenite 
in gelatine gel. '1'. Isemura. J C/~e,n. 
Sce. Japan, 58, bzq-637 (1937)•-The c~ndi-
tions Fur the formatiot of rhythmic lxrnds of 
silver carbonate, silver iodate, and silver arsenite 
in gelatine j lly [acre investigated. These salts 
form well-defined rhythmic lxind in ash-free 
gelatine which is made by Loch's method. 
But in ordinary .non-dialysed rvmmercial 
gelatine which alwars contains plro;phates and 
chlorides, the bands of algvc mentioned silver 
stilts become undisdnguishable from the ppts. 
of silver phosphate and chloride, just as the 
.lead. ialnte bands lxcame undistinguishablc 
.from lead phosphate and chloride, as already 
pointed out in the previous communicalinn. 
The effects increasing lbe wncns. of inner-
and outer-electrolytes and gelatine jelly and 
the influence of temp. on the- formation of 
rhythmic bands and on the intervals bepveen 
lxtnds were studied. The effects of concns. 
arc parallel to those in the case of lead iodate. 
In the case of silver iodate and silver arsenite, 
dre higher the temp. is, the smaller the number 
of Mnds becomes, and the larger the intervals 
are. In the nse of silver carbonate, Ixnr-
ever, the higher the temp. is, the smaller the 
intervals are. The effects of interchange of 
inner- and outer-electrolytes w re alu, investi-
~-Grurn,! mrd P/prim! Chrnrirrry 976 
 gated. In genemL no influence nn the forma-
 tion of rhythmic bands is ohsen•ed when the 
 excess of diff-using outer-electrolyte do snot 
 make a soluble complex salt of the salt 
 which makes the rhythmic bands. Author. 
    Studies on the flow of gaseous 
 mixtures through capillaries.. I. The 
 viscosity of binary gaseous mixtures. 
 H. Adzumi. Bull. Chem. Sx. Japan, 12, 
 tqq-zz6 (tg37).-Viscosities of the following 
 six simple ~ascs and servo binary gaseous 
 mixts were mu~asuretl by the transpiration 
 method at the temp. range zo'~too°C : H., 
 Cli„ C.H., C,EIa, H. CII,. EI. C,II., II.-
 CaHa, H, C,Ha, CI-I~ C.H„ C,l-h C,Ha,and 
 C,HaC~H;. The visrosities of the first(our 
 mixts. attain max. values at definite compns., 
 wPiich are about zoq~ of H: for the mix[. H. CH, 
 :rod about 7o--Soy of H, for the otherthree. 
 Of sereral formula proposed to express the 
 viscosity of gaseous mixes., the formula in 
 which Kuenen's consideration of the persistence 
 of molecular velocity is introduced seems to 
 be the most appropriate. The resulu of obser-
 vation can be expressed satisfactorily b that 
 formula, if we take a proper value for one~of 
 Sutherland's consts., whicb is due to [he attrac-
 tirnt behceen the different molecules and can 
 not be detd. directly. The theoretical mn-
 sideration of this Sutherland's coast. by 
 Schmick and London was exarod. by thirty-
 pvn examples 1'be conditions for theoccur-
 rence of a max. and a min. poinLS were 
 obtained from the discussion of the viscosity 
 formula exarod, numerically for fifty-five 
 mixts., and found to be always correct except 
 for only five cases. The viscosity-compn. 
 curve deviated in generalfrom a straight 
 lines The deviation depends on the ratios 
 of molecular wts., molecular diameter, and 
 Sutherland's consls. of two compose«[gases. 
 Pspecially the max. point is very liable to 
 occur if the ratio of nro molecular wts.is 
 great. It has been shown that, if the persis-
 tence of molecular velocity be neglected, the 
 ~conrlition f r the occurrence of a max. point 
 cannot be fulfilled and the consideration f 
 the persistence is absolutely nemssary to ez-
9fiI~lt~mift~ Vol. lln No. 6 (1937)
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plain this point. TLe mmpn. of the maz. 
point changes +vith dte change of temp. This 
is found to be due to the difference ofSuther-
land's consts. of two component gases. The 
mean bee Iztth of each component gas was 
cnlcd. 
   II. The molecular flow of gaseous 
mixtures. ibid., z35-z9t (rg37).-The quan-
tities o(the following simple gases and gas~tus 
mists. flo++•ing through the capillary at very 
low pressure+verc measured : Hr, CtH:, C,Hs, 
H.~C_H., and Ti:-•C~IIs. The rates of the 
molecular flow of simple gases are expressed 
satisfactorily b  Knudseti s formula. The rata 
of molecular flow of mists. are considered to
he additive of the components. This con-
sideration wns con finned by the measurements 
of the quamitics of flow of mists. T'he 
changes n( the compns. of the mists. alter 
(lowing through the capillary at low pressures 
+vem easured and the resuhs how• also the 
validity of the additivily law. 
   Iil. The flow of gaseous mixtures 
at medium pressures. ibed„ zqz-3o3 
(rg39).-T'he quantities of the following seven 
simple gases and six gaseous mists. loowing 
through [he capillary were measured at the 
pressures between 4 and o.ot mm : I-I _, C.H., 
C,H~„ li.-"C_I1„ 1I,--C,Ha; C51i~, CCI„ 
CIICI„ (C,HsJ:Q Cnld ,~CCI„ CCI,-CIICI„ 
(C_I~Is).O^-CHCh. The quantity of (low, 
h; is a (unction of the mean pressure, p, and 
the K-p curve passes througL a min. point. 
TIro occurrence of a min. pint of mists. is 
more remarkable than that in the case of simple 
gases. The quantities n( flow of simple gases 
are satisfactorily expressed by Ii=apt7b, 
where 7 is a cxff. which become a cons[. 
at higher pressures (=o.q) or at very lo++' pres-
sures (=t.o), and varies from o.q to t.o at
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the intermediate conditions. "I'he quantities of
flow of mixes. are also expressed bya formula 
analogous tothat of simple gases, T'he values 
of r' at higher pmssums of [he mists. are 
cons[. for varying compns. of the same com-
bination of components, but different from 
those for different combinations and simple 
gases. 'These values are also considered toI•.e 
dependent of the chem. configurations of uvo 
components. The vismsitirs of [be following 
mists. arc calcd. from the quantties of (low 
Cfif-Is-•CCL,CCIa~CHCI„and (C.Hs)_O~CII 
Ci,. "I'the mist CCI,-CIICI, shows a max. at 
about 50% of CI ICI, and the viscosity curves 
of the other nco are nearly straight. 
                           J. c;. L.
   On the flow of gases through a 
porous wall. I L Adznmi. Btdl. Chem. 
.Soc, .Iapan, 1?, 3oi-3tz ([937)•-•'t formula 
(or the flow of a gas through a porous plate 
is derived and it is found that the observed 
quantity of flow is satisfactorily expressttl by 
the formula. The method of estimating the 
values of the mean radius and the number of 
pores of a porous plate is proposed. 
                                J. c. r..
   The decomposition of methaneon 
the surface of platinum. I. II. 11f. 
ICuhokatva. This Joumal, 11, 8z-to6 (ny37). 
   The kinetics of the catalytic hydro-
genation of ethylene with nickel. I. 
O.Toyama. This Journal, 11, t53-t6j (tg37). 
   A note on "The decomposition of 
methane on the surface of platinum." 
]1I. I(uhoka+va This Journal, 11, zt7-ztg 
(r937).
   On the 
li. Ariyama. 
j{eaeareh, 32,
  2-ATOMIC STRUCTURE, RADIOCHEMISTRY 
        AND PHOTOCHEMISTRY 
electron theory of metal. ism is explained with calm. by means 
  Sci. Papers Phys. Chem. of an electron model used and a polar 
to,; tt9 (t937)~ Ferromagnet- model of metal atom proposed by Schubin-
9fil~it~mitt~ Vol. lln No. 6 (1937)
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Wonsowsky in rg3.t-3j in order to elucidate 
at the same time the electric and magnetic 
properties of metal. 'I'hc theory is improved 
with the primary combination of plane wave 
instead of single wave. It is assumed that 
the number of polar atoms is less than that 
of the whole aoms, and the conditions under 
which metal should show its ferromagnetism 
at lower temp. are deduced. As for the 
intensity of sanl. magnetism, a factor propor-
tional to 'I"'/zC°/zT is added besides a factor 
proportional toT 3/z, J. C. L. 
   On the binding energy of atomic 
nuclei. I. IL T. Vamanouchi. I?roo. 
Phys: DI¢th. Soc. Japan, III. 19, jj7-Sbj ; 790 
-7q7, (t937).-1'he igenfunction of an atomic 
nucleus' is assumed to he approximated by 
suitably symmetrised product of eigenfunctions 
  of constituent particles. y is supposed to 
have no spatial degenerMitin. which simplifies 
the energy expression compared to the central 
field approximation. The (oral between par-
ticles are assumed to be all equal, and the 
mass defects of the nucleus of the mass number 
4rtn (n=r,._..-, NJ are expressed as the 
quadratic function of n, which is shoem [o be 
in good accord with the observed values fitt 
p=z,......, q for the stable nuclei. Regarding 
proton cord neutron as inequiv, ¢ is taken 
different for these two kinds of particles, and 
it is shown tbat the mass defect, of 6 nuclei 
Lxhveen N" and N1° are ca•rect within 
the exptl. error. It follows from these calms. 
that the forces between like particles are 
smaller than that behvecn unlike particles. 
And the effect of the di(i'erence of tG of proton 
and neutron on the successive construction f 
nuclei s discussed. Author. 
   High speed photography using the 
ecplosion of vvirea. T, Kuno. 11lazd¢ 
%nkya Jiho, 1'l, 33-35 (t 937)•-There are 
many reports about he intense flash light aris-
ing from the explosion of wires. Dr. Nagaoka 
reported the character of the spectrums of 
this flash lights and Dr. Suehiro used this 
light for photograph}'. This paper describes 
the new method of high speed photography
Rar/ioJee uri;fry n,W Plotodrend;ty 4i7 
by using Ignitron or Thyratron to catch the 
proper instant of the phenomena in this kind 
of photography. Author. 
   On the redetermination ofthe ele-
mentary charge by the oil drop method. 
Y. Ishida, 1. Ful:usbima and T. Suetsugu. 
Sci. P¢pers brat. Phys. Cben< lese¢rc/r, 3?, 
i7-q7 {rg37).=`e" :u one of the phys. 
cards. was investigated by the oil drop 
method with special ttention on the following 
points. 
  t. The effect of th^ convection current on 
    the speed of the oil dmp. 
  z. 'Phe evaporation and oxidation (or 
    adsorption) of the oil drop, 
 3. The effect of the arc on the oil drop. 
  4. The shape of dre oil drop. 
I;esides due precautions mere taken on the 
potential nd the temp. The main difficulties 
in the oil drop method seem to have been hereto-
fore, first, in the nse of the predetd. ensity of 
the oil drop under observatioq and, secondl}S 
in the use o(non-spherical drops which are not 
permissible under Stoke's law in conjunction 
with spherical drops. Further, the effects of 
the convection eunent and the radiation from 
the arc appear to have some significance. 
Onr deter. gives e=(a.8o6fo.oo3) x ro-10 es.u., 
using I-Iarfirgtods value of the viscosity of 
air. The above probable rror rva obtained 
by taking the square root of the sum of the 
squares of all probable rror coming in Gom 
the different factors used except hat of the 
viscosity. If Kellstrom's deco. of the value of 
the viscosity of air is correct, then we come 
to the unavoidable conclusion that the elec-
tronic charge must be greater than the value 
detd. by the X-ray method. Authors. 
   On the transition effect by the 
absorption of x-rays. 'I'. 'I'akeuchi and T. 
Sugita. Bvtll. Tokyo Uaia. F.ng., 6, 39t-395 
h937)~ The [ransirion effect of r-rays of 
radium for difierent materials was detd. and 
explained by secondary ay. Authors. 
   Photographic demonstration of elec-
tronpair generat;on. T. Takeuchiand T.
9fi1~1t~mi~~ Vol. lln No. 6 (1937)
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Su~ita. Proc..Pkys: Dlath. Sar.. .7¢1wat, III, 
19, 555-556 (t937)•-A well-collimated beam 
of r-rays from to mg of Ra filtered through 
0.6 cm of PU foil is used for generating elcctron-
pairs io a Pb, A~, Bi or Sn foil o.oz cm thick. 
On emerging h~om thecollimator f length to 
cm, rays pass through the generating element 
and the created electrons enter the region 
behveen hro ]arge circular poles of an electro-
magnet of Nagaokas type. The paths of the 
electrons arc Dent into circles, the pos. electrons 
being bent one way and the nom. ones the 
other way. "]'he electrons hit on cot \-ray 
film of douUlc emulsion in a DeUyc-Schener-
Hull camera of radius of 6.z5 cm. After 60 
hrs. exposure, the dislriUulion of .density of 
Ulackening is measured with a microphoto-
meter. There arc found certain bands in the 
Mek-ground, but they are top faint to show 
in the reproduction. \Y'e should expect hat 
kinetic energy is shared between an electron 
and its partner in different extent Uy different 
pairs, but none can att.iin a kinetic energy 
greater than !w-zvn~c°=hv-r 11F.'V, where 
ordinary notations are used, so that there occur 
j upper cutoffs to the density of blackening. 
The Ii.E.'s can be decd. Uy the (ollow'ing 
relativistic formula 
  eV=S.ttxta'{~t-I- IHp)• -t}, 
              111 z.tgxto' 
fI the magnetic field Ueing t,6m oersteds and 
p Ueing radius of curvature of track in cm. 
                              Authors.
   On the theory of collision of neu-
trons with deuterons. H. Yukatva and 
S. 3akata. Yroc. Pkya: Dtoth. Soa .7¢pan, III, 
19, j4z-jjt (1937)• The problem of the 
neutron-deuteron c llision was reduced to a 
simple (orm Uy taking the structures of the °$ 
and 'H into account and neglecting the forces 
depending explicitly nn the spin. The 
form of the effective potential hole t~.1s decd. 
b}• comparing the estimated value of the cross 
section of scattering of slow neutrons by deu-
terons .vith that oUtained experiment111y. The
cross section of capture ,c;ts found to be small 
in agreement with the expt. The energy de-
pendence of the scattering cross section is
also discussed. The theory of Fcrmi mn-
ceming the effect of the chem. binding onlhe 
scattering of slow neutrons was extended to 
more general case and a necessary limiiatian 
of the theory is discussed. 1'he cross section 
for thermal neutrons n•as found to he nearly 
hvice as large as lhat for neutrons of several 
volts. Theoretical reasons for the small con-
tribution of the deuteron to the slowing down 
are considered. Authors.
   Ternary system: (NH,).SO,-AI: 
(SO,,),-H,O. S. Uno. TPaseda Applied 
Chcnn. Sac. Ptdl. (.Taprcn), 14, (3) t8-zo 
(t937). Solubility. measurements were made 
for the ternary system : (NII,).5O: AL_(SO,), 
-II,O at o°C, and the compns. of the s1td. 
solos. with both (NII,)eSO, and NI-1; alum 
at o°,.zo°, 30°, and ao°C were decd. T'Ue 
resuhs arc shown as follows : TaUle I. System 
(\rH,),SQ-AI_(SQ,)~ II_O at o°C. 
      Compn. of satd, solo. Uy wt. %
 (NHa)c5O, 
   4Ljo% 
   4 L4z 
   35•zo 
   z a.86 
    tj.6I 
     Io.o7 
     )•4z 
     3•z9 
      t.G8 
    0.987 
    0.595 
TaUle IL S1td. 







 o% j8.4t% 
 oc8z j8.jo 
  o.t3o 64.97 
  o.zot 74.96 
  o.zj4 84.ta 
 93z3 89.61 
  O.41I gQ,I7 
  o.a63 96'z5 
  t.o7 97.35 
  t.jz 97.49 
  z.z3 g7.z7 
Points with both (NI-I,),SQ
























studies on the 
of some chromic 
ll. 'Tokyo Univ. Eag., 
e absorpfion spectra of
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various chromic hloride and sulphate bydrale 
solos. were quantitatively measured in the 
ultra-violet regions. The sutstitutirnt of a 
chlorine atom (or a water molecule in the 
aq uo•drloro salts caused the absorption lxmd 
to shift in the direction of increasing wave 
length and absorption cap:icit}•. For the 
modified green chromic sulphate, the (onunla 
kol-mono or di-sulphato-di-chromic sulphate 
was reduced from its alurorption spectra nd 
the quantities of liberated sulphuric acid and 
sulphate ions which were pptd. by Ixuium 
chloride in various dilns. The comlxl. 
obtained by beetling for Iwo or three minutes 
the hydroso-pen4lquo-chromic chloride s~ln. 
was considered as di-oloctaqun-d i chromic 
chloride. The modification of the green 
chromic sulphate in aqueous wln. is dis-
cussed. Author. 
    A note on the absorptionof slow 
neutrons. S Kikuchi, E. Takeda and J. 
Ito. I'roc. Pkys. 11a1A. Soc. Japan, II1, 19, 
g3'Sz (t937). This expL was made to con-
firm the assumption that the r-mys emitted 
Gom matters by the bombardment of slow 
neutrons i else to the rapture of neutrons. 
The cross ecrion for exciting r-rocs was com-
pared relativel}• withthn[ for producing r:ulio-
active elements. '1'hcre arc only seven of 
these elements-AI, lr, 1\In, Co, trl, Ni and 
Cu-for in other cases (here occur a kind of 
capture process by which a stable isotope 
changes into another stable isotope of mass 
one writ higher than the initial one. To obtain 
the relative cross section for producing radio-
active element the alrsnrption of a-mys was 
corrected in each c.•csc. The comparison of 
the results with the values for 7-mys excitation 
shower! that the assumption in yuestibn is 
reasonable xcept the case of Colxah. 'this 
may be due to the existence of other stable 
isotope of Co. The number of radioactive 
aroms produced in a certain suhe-tance n•hen 
it is bombarded for su(licient length of time 
is compared with the number of quanta r-raps 
emitted from the same substance during ibe 
6ominrtlment. Considering the relation be-
tween the efficiency of the ponnter and the
Xndroclremis[ry nrrd Photwl+rnristq• q79 
energy of 7-rays, the result was reconcilable 
with the view that the emission of 7--mys and 
the production of mrlioactive elements belong 
to the same nuclear process. Authors. 
   The OH-vibration spectrum in the 
photographic infra red, 5. 14lizushima, 
S'. Uehara nd Y. 1\Iorino. b'nll. Chcln. Soc. 
Japan, 12, r3z-t35 (t937)~ The OFI vibra-
tional absorption spectra were studied in the 
region of 9~go~io,goo:1 as well as 7300^-
77ooA. The compels. tudied are CH,01I, 
GIisOPI, n-Ca[I-O H, n-C,H,OH, C„IisOII, 
p-C,,H,CIOFI, o-C,l LCIOFI, o-Cshla 13rOH, and 
o-CpH.CH,OH for solos. in CCI, of o.g mot. 
The dales are interprctcrl asthe znd and the 
3rd overtones of the OH fundamental, 'tbe 
frequency of infinitesimal vibration, the an-
harmonicih~ factor, and the dissocn. energy are 
ualcd. from these values. The vested. value; 
n( the first overtones are in fairly good agree-
ment with tlasc by \\rulf and Liddeh Two 
frequencies are observed for the ortho-halo-
genatetl phenols, which confirm Pauling's 
suggestion that these compels. hate hco stereo-
isomers according to the quant mech. re-
sonancc. Authors 
   Theory of sl-triplet of alkaline 
earth. G. Amki. I'roc. Il+ys::1lath. Sor_ 
Japan, 19, 59z~oS (t 937).-The theory of 
the fine structum of helium recent]}' worked 
out by the author is extended to the case of 
alkaline clrth. The grneml expressions for 
sl-triplets and ringlets are derived taking into 
account the spin-orbit and spin-spin teractions 
between all electrons. The numerical Alms. 
for is-=zszp 'P, t~ zs3d 'D, and [s=zsq('F of 
$e, $+, C.+ `+++ and 0++++ are carried 
out. The vested. values are in good agreement 
tvitb the exptl. data. The departure of the 
interval ratios of triplet levels from the Lvtd~ 
rule arc quantitatively xplained on a purely 
theoreticd stand-point. Au[hor. 
   Researches on the concentration of 
hydrogen ions contained in the aqueous 
solutions of complex cobaltamminea 
and their absorption spectra. IP. A-
9fi1~1t~mi~~ Vol. lln No. 6 (1937)
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queous solutions containing oxalato-
radical• T. Uemura and \r. Hirasatra. 
Ball, Tokya Uuiu. F.ny., 6, z7S-x86 (t937)• 
-1'he presenr studies are a continuation 
of the researches already reported by the 
Harbors. Al! the stilts treated in this paper 
contlin the osalato (C,O,) radical in their 
complex nucleus. Of the seve,t samples 
taken, the two saps, [Co(C,O,rI_(1-LO)oH]K_ 
and [Co(CrO,)(VFI,),,]Cl•HCI, did not show 
any seledire .absorption i their ulun-violet 
region. The other five complex silts .which 
have their s^Iective absorption i ultra-violet 
parts arc not gnarly influenced by the varia-
tion of hydrogen ion conch. (pIl). 1Vhen the 
number of osalato-mdical is increaxd in its 
complex radical, the wave Length given by the 
centre of max. absorption is shifted to a longer 
side. Aqueous olos. of mmplex silts get their 
pH-values inn~e:tsea Ly the insertion of am-
monia molecules; the solo. becomes more 
alkaline with the increase of ammonia mole-
cules in mmplex nucleus. The list of the 
simples trLich Lave Leev prepd. for the study 
is as follows 
    f7) [co(c_o,)(rrH,)r,]el•HCI. 
                              Authors.
ordination compounds. II. Configura-
tion of [Co(NH,),(NO,):Cl] and [Co(NA,), 
(N0,)_IIr]. \I. ICoMyashi, A. Hagilani and 
I. ~Iita .7. Cheer. Soc. Japae, 58, gyt-3qz 
(t937)•-Y. Sbibata leas concluded that the 
third absorption band nl the vitro-ammine 
cobaltic ompds. is due to the nitre-radicals 
coordinated in Cans-position to each other. 
The authors, tLerelore, measured the extinction 
ccefls of[(:o(VH,1,(\o,}.CI] and [Co(NII,), 
(NOr).,Ilr], and found the corresponding third 
kind for each. It was conduderl that in these 
two complexes the hco vitro-nulicals arc co-
onlinated in traps-position to each other. 
                             Authors.
   Spectrographic methods of studying 
unstable compounds. lli. Influcuce of 
HIIr on rotatory dispersion of d{Co 
en,]6r, in aqueous solution. R.'1'svchida. 
J. Clrent. Soc..7apmr, 58, 6zi-6z8 (ty37)~ 
The author has fomtd that the optical mtltion 
of d{Co en,]Ur, in aqueous sot n. is markedly 
increased by addn. of 1{Iir. Rotatory disper-
sion of a set of mixed sot ns. of thu active 
complex salt and pntvsium bnimide was in-
vcotigated in the ultra-violet as well as the 
visible legions. Thus the incraase in optinl 
rotation was concluded to be due to tiw 
forntation ofas unstable mmplex mdird [d-
[Co en,]Ilr,]. The author also referred to the 
structure of 'two-shdler] complex compds.' 
                            Author.
   Stark effect of ionized helium. Y. 
Ishida, S. Hiyama and II. Kubota. Sci. 
Papers Inst. Phya. Chem. Iteaearde, 31, z6j-
z8o (tg37).-The Stark effect is measured of
ionised helium excited in Io-Surdo yuanz tubes 
for the first, the second and the third members of 
the series, i.e.; dd a68g, gzo3 and 2733 ~ resP•, 
the first up to 60o KV/cm, the second and the 
third up to goo KV/cur, It fuss found that 
the exptl. data coincided quite well with those 
of the displacements and intensities calcd. from 
the wave mech. theory of Schrcendinger. 
                           Authors.
The third absorptipn band of eo-
   Excitation of gamma rays by fast 
neutrons. H. Aoki. Proc. P/rya-:lfath. Soc. 
Japan, III, 19, ji7-;fig (ty37).-Relatirc 
cross ections aF ; i elements Cor gamma rnys 
excitation by neutrons of z.a m.e.v. energy 
were decd. PlotteJ against the atomic number 
of elements, they distribute near a smooth 
cane which rise, with atomic number in the 
region of lower atomic number and probably 
falls again at the heaviest stable-elenrenis. The 
energies of the gamma mys were decd. in t t 
elements by the method of coincidence of nvo 
thin walled Geiger-lluller counters. The ab-
sorption cun•es of the secondary electrons 
were di/ierenS in each element, showing
9fi1~1t~mitt~ Vol. lln No. 6 (1937)
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[bat the spectm of gamma mys are different. 
But no gamma mys were observed whose 
energies exceed z.4 m.e.v. Thus, it is very 
proinble that the gamma mys are phosphores-
cence gamma rays excited by neuuons. The 
cross sections for [he escitalion of gamma mys 
are compared arith those for absorption of 
neutrons and also for the production of slow 
neutrons by the passage of neutrons through 
the matter. Author. 
    Yaschen series of hydrogen and 
deuterium. IL \Tag:wka nd T. Nlisbima. 
P,•nc. Inap. Acad. (7bkyo}, 13, 9i 97 (1937)• 
-A 3oliW tmnsfonncr was operated by 50 
A. a. c. at zoo V, go^-, and the current from 
the transformer l dto a condenser ofo.oog pF 
rtpacih•, and to [he electrodes, which consisted 
of spheres of to em radius, made of Cu-sheets, 
with the spark gap of z.5 cm. T71e discharge 
tube (ij cm dram., too cm long) seas made of 
terex glass, and one end was closed with a thick 
plate of silica glass. lIc•drogen a~ns prepd. by 
electrol}•sis of .eater, and deuterium from bcas•y 
water of gryj per cent purity. e\s the adjust-
ment of pressure formed the most delicate 
part of the expf., special needle valve was 
introduced to dectrodeless discharge. The 
gases were excited under pressure of o.oz5 to 
0.03 nun. 1'he optimum pressure may vary 
with the nidth of the robe and the discharge 
current, Stein Neil spectroscope witL three flint 
glass prisms was used (or analysis of the lines, 
widt an objective of fi4 cro fool length, and 
7 cm effective aperture. For photographing 
Sakura film most sensitive tog5oo r1 was used. 
The spectrograms (or hydrogen and deuterium 
mere nearly the same ; the dispersion being 
about tco/Am m, the nave-length could be 
decd. to z A, referred to N~ lines. To this 
limit, there is mincidence b tween the observed 
values for hydrogen and deuterium with those 
obtained by calm. For more exact evaluation, 
grating spectrum should be used. II reyuires 
exposure of several hrs., while the prismatic 
spectrum was obtained in qo min. ~ ving mem-
ber from m=C> to t7 extending from tog38 
to 8x57;1 for H. Poetker photographed nt=6 
io t t in qo hr. with concave gmtina. Photo-
481
meu~ic curve of the spectrogram fordeuterium is 
shown in the figure. Owing to difference in
photographic sensitivity, strong line m=6 is 
not prominent; he oxygen lines due to con-
lamination are relaticelc stmng. The oxygen 
line 34467 betweat an=t7 and t3 is also 
present in the stellar spectra. 11Ianp minor 
lines belong to the secondary spectrum of 
deuterimn, mhich is fo be studied with higher 
dispersion. A[ the same time, the difference 
in wave-lengths between hydlvgen and deute-
rium lines can be examd., being reater in the 
Yaschen series than in the Bnlmer for the same 
orember. Authors. 
   An investigation of the pair crea-
tion by gamma rays in a cloud chamber. 
ki. 11lia-a nd S. fiozima I'rnc. Pl+ys: Jla(1~. 
Soc. Japaa, III, 19, 7j7-7fij (t939).=1'he 
production of pos. and neg. electron pairs in 
a lean target by the gamma mys of "IIt C' 
was studied hr means of a cloud chamber 
placed in the magnetic field. The energies of
lwgt partners of the pairs were decd. from the 
curvature of tracks, the total number of pairs 
being t5t. The most of pairs were found to 
have the total kinetic energy of about r.5rf 
o.oz race. By making necessary corrections, 
the calve m;u shown to be very close to the 
theoretical one z.6z-z rave'=t.fto rnev. The 
partition of the energy between the individual 
partrters of pairs was also studied and it was 
found that positrons had on an average a
larger kinetic energy than electrons, as pre-
dicted by the theory of Jaegar and IIulmc. 
But the difference ofaverage nergies of both 
partners seemed to bu somewhat less than the 
value given by the theory. The energy of 
single positrons was .also considered. Such an 
abrupt fall in the upper limit of energy dis-
tribution as reported by Alichanoo• and others, 
however, was never found. Authors. 
   Energy distribution and behavior 
of mercury spectrum at high vapor 
pressure. T. Hamda and T. Azuma• Prce. 
PGys.-1ltatk. Sce. Jalran, III, 19, 677-6qz 
(tg37).-On the. commercial type quartz 
capillary mercurv lamp at go^-4o arm, of
9fit~lt~mit€~ Vol. lln No. 6 (1937)
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mercnr}• vapor pressure, the relative nergy 
distribution is studied between z;oo :urrl t7oco 
A. At these hi~b vapor pressures the lirtrs in 
the ultra-violet region decrease in intensity 
general]}'. The strangest line is 5;6t and 
about z/3 0(the luminosity of the line spectrum 
is due [o it in these lamps. The specu~ograms 
of the quaru. capillm}• mercuy tamps peciall}• 
mnstnrcterl are taken between z3co and 
ttaco.4 and up to too arm. of mercury 
vapor pressure. .111 the arc tints with a few 
exceptions shift and broaden asymmetrically 
to the long wave length side. The width of 
the broadest lines (tot;o, '-537) are attout 
t SoA nt too arm. The lines of which the 
initial terms are about 9., voh or higher than 
those in the nomtal state disappear in the 
continuous barkground at too alm. All the 
lines which remain relatively sharp up to about 
3o atm. or a[ hither vapor pressures, belong to 
the sharp series. Retweenabout;ooo and 5;o0 
A there appear some diffuse mission bands 
                            Amhors.
   Note on the calculation of spin-
orbit interactions. T. Yamanouchi. Prat. 
Phye:lllatb. Soc. trepan, III, 19, t6t-t6c 
(rg37).-For the case that the term sepns. 
due to dte spinoe bit interactions are small 
mmpamd with the differences E„-E„~ of the 
energies of the unperturbed terms, a method 
is given for finding E„ from the observed ata 
by the second order perturbation, and is illust-
rated by dp configuration of Se II arul V IV. 
                               Author.
   I'.nergy of the configuration d°p in 
intermediate coupling. T. Yamanouchi. 
Proc. P1iye:,lfatA. Soc. Japan, III, 19, t66-
.t7t (t937},=1'he energy matricrs of d°p-
mnfiguration i  L-S scheme are given by 
London-Shorllcy and Johnson, which contain 
6 parameters arsino from the (:oulomb- and 
exchange-forces andthe spinorbi[ interactions 
In this Ixtper a metho3 is described fur find-
ing these parameter values from the observed 
data.. For ,/=o, ....., 4, we get 5 equations 
b}' equating the diagonal sum of each matrix
trr tl?e smn of ohscrverl terms, and thus elimi-
nate gparameters. The remaining one x is 
detd. by the theorem of the spectroswpic 
stahilit}•, accordin, to which the sum of squares 
of the matrix elements is invariant under the 
unitary transformation. In this tray, we get 
3 quadratic equations, from ~chich, as is shown 
by the examples, nearly coincident root is 
obtained. Other parameters are deal. from x, 
and it is shown that for corresponding ions 
the quantities arising from the electros:.•ttic 
interactions are of the same order, o~hile those 
arising from the spin-orbit interactions are much 
larger for the heavier elements, The eaten. is 
carried out for the isoelectronic sequences (torn 
Cu II to Ge V, and from Pd I to 'l e VII. 
                            Author.
   On the relation between the con-
figuration of metallic complex salts ' 
and their absorption spectra. i-L Sueda. 
Brdl. Chem. Sx. Japan, I'L, t88-t98 G937)• 
-From the comparison of alxsorptinn carves 
given by vitro-ammine-cobaltic complex sahs 
near 36o mu of wave length, the follon•in~ 
assumption ryas deduced : the absorption band 
presented bycomplex salt sots. can be resolved 
into the elements which are due to .the pairs 
of m-onlinated }?oups ituated in[cons-position 
in a complex radical and these lement show 
an additive property in the same complex ion. 
Ry taking into account he above-mentioned 
point o(viea•, R[(:o(N1I,),(NO,)a] (lirdcroann's 
salt) should have a traps-configuration. This 
assumption may also be applied to the absorp-
tions givcit b}• aquo-chloro-arnntine salts of 
cobalt and chromium in visible and ultra-
violet regions. Author.
   The relation between the magnetic 
moment of a metal atom and its 
catalytic activity. '1'. KiLngawa. This 
Journal, 11. 7t-y, (t937)•
   The photographic action of sput-
tered platinum films. S. Ono. This 
Journal, 11, y6-8t (1937)•
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   Cryoscopic studies on the transition 
points of the compounds of organic 
solvents with salts. III- The con-
gruent melting points of some alcoho]-
ates of alkali halides. II. Oosaka. IJxrlh 
Ck<m. ~Sbe. Japan, 12 t77-t37 (t937)•=1'he 
lowering of the congruent melting points of 
the almholates-LiCI•3CH,OH, LiCI•4C.H; 
OH, LiBr•4GHsOH, and LiBr•4n-C,IIrOII 
-by the adds. of foreign sulstances avere 
measured and the molecular deprevions referred 
to tong of each alcohol were decd. From 
these cryriscnpic masts. the heats of fusion ( 
the alcoholates were calcd. When homologues 
of the solvent alcohol avere used as solutes. 
abnormally ow values were ohtnined for the 
cr}'osmpic most. This discreplncy' may be 
considered W be due to the formation of a 
solid solo. between the almholate and the 
solute alcohol. This fact was cerifietl semi-
yuantitatively. ]. C. •L. 
   On the anomalous change by heat-
treatment of the electric conductivity 
of thin films of potassium chloride and 
sulphur. I-I. Sacgusa nd T: IViatsumoto. 
Sci. Repta. [ohoks b>ep. Lrnir., I, 26, t59-
tfi6 (tg39)-The electric mnductivity of 
evaporated lilms of KCI sort sulphur about 
to`'cm in thickness was studied. It a,•ts 
lound that the variation of the electric on-
ductivity arith the temp. oC a fresh film of KCI 
nearly satisfied the formula log a=B}A/T, 
and that after the heat-treatment the electric 
mnductivity satisfied extremely well the above 
equation, and that its magnitude decrens'ed to 
about wte-tenth or one-hundredth of that of 
the fresh film due to the recrys4illizrlion. 1'he 
magnimde of the change of the electric 
mnductivity due to the beat-treatment of he 
film became larger as [he temp. of the heat-
treatment rose Lt the case of a sulphur tihn, 
the change of the electric mnductivity due 
[o the heat-treatment was somewhat different, 
and it was not so distinct as that of the KCl 
film. Authors.
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the reduction equilibrium of 
us chloride by hydrogen. K. 
 Cleenr. Soc. Japan, 58, 37o-375 
The cyuil. masts. of the reduction of
chloride were mcasnred staticall}• at 
t°K by using the palladium semiper-
emhmne, and from the results obtained 
rtnodynamical values acre calcd. 
                       eluthor.
the thermodynamical values of 
us chloride. li. Sano. .T. Chem: 
wn, 58, 37~-373 {t93y).=fLe eyuil. 
f the reduction of nickelous chloride-
ogen were measured nt 66ro,,,,7q,oK 
lts obtained avere in close agreement 
ose decd. by K. Jellinek and Uloth, 
nd Crut. Therefore, from the mean 
f these three results, some thermo-
al values were calcd. Author. 
uivalent conductivity of the 
solution of electrolytes. S. 
 J. CJtem. Sae. Japan, 58, 695fiso 
=Phe author extended Onsager-Fuoss' 
of the eyuic. conductivity of mixed 
es, obtained a fortnuh when ions 
c sizes, and applied his theory to the 
mixt of HCI sort 1CC1. Author. 
e electrolytic formation of~per-
e. III. The study of the elec-
 R. 3[atsudaand T. Nishimori. Bull. 
Sx. Japarz, L, 33t-33i D937)•-Phe 
f the Pt wire cathode is varied in the 
sis of t5 N HMSO, and it is shown 
longer the cathode, the more the pet-
products of the anodic retction are 
in spite of the smaller ruhodic C. D. 
anode which is prepd. by depositing 
ectrol}•tically on a Pt wire anode giees 
anodic current efiiciene}•, the hest 
ing only 395. Gas nrbon u tested 
node material in electrolysing to N. 
6 N {NII,),SQ solo. and the latter 
tg. ammonia, but the carbon is partly
9fi}~1t~mitt~ Vol. lln No. 6 (1937)
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disintegrated, in each case, during electrolysis. 
Various means are tested for the purpose of 
heating the Pt anode Uefore ils trse noel their 
effects on current efficiency are compared. 
Among the flames of three comUustiUle gases, 
i.e., acerydene, coal gas and hydrogen, that of 
the first-named which is the richest in rtrbon 
or its compels. gives the greatest current effi-
ciency and that of hydrogen the smallest. 
Alternating current is superior to direct one 
in the same respect as above, when applied 
to preheat the nnode. Authors, 
   Researches on the electrolytic reduc-
tion potentials of organic compounds. 
24. Consideration of the electrolytic 
reduction potential. I. 1'achi. Tiaall. agr. 
Ckene. Soc..7apr¢n, 13, 6qz-697 (t937)•-ac-
mrding to J. Ileyrovsl:y's theory, r.,-potentials 
of diacetyl, acetophenone, lmnzoyl-acetone 
Leruil, Uenzoin and azobenzene were detd. 
by the half wave metliod, The r.„-potentials 
showed satisfactory mnstanc}' +vitL the changes 
of the concn. of reducible compd. and of the 
sensibility of the galvahometcr used with the 
given electrolytic solo. and temp. Then the 
rr3-potential of org. compd. can take as the 
standard electrol vtic reduction potential like 
the normal redoz-potential of org. rom{xl. s'-~-
pH curves of Uenmylacetone a d uoUenzene 
were plotted. 
   25. Standard Electrolytic reduction 
potential and redox-potential. ibid., 
698-yo4.=l'he electrolytic reduction of neutral 
red was investigated Uy the polarographic 
method. The half wave potentials (rr}) of 
neutral red in a given pH solo. showed a 
most. value, independent of hechange of the 
concn. and of the sensibility of the galvano-
meter used. Then the s-potential may t>r 
taken as a standard electrolytic reduction 
potential of neutral red. The standard elec-
vol}•tic reducti+in potential (referred to normal 
hydrogen electrode) agreed with the redos-
po[ential. TLe number of hydrogen atoms 
related to the electrolytic reduction of neutral 
red were decd. from the shift of the reduction 
potentials detd. by the tangent method and 
were assumed to Ue r atoms. The reduction
ABSTR S
       W= 3 v
,tr~_ ' 
r o~here Pdenotes osmotic pressure, NAvogadro 
coast., k Boltzmamt most., E elecvic gaantity 
of electron, D dielectric consc of soh~ent, o, 
and o". diameter of ion. The relation Uenveen 
osmotic pressure of solute and both free energy 
and activity coelT. eras considered ihermo-
d}'namicall}', and the following equations were 
deduced to sho+v the activit}• coefis. of strong 
electrolytes. 
       7 3Dk2'~ r.,
ACT Vol. ~I 
potential -pH curves are given in the original 
paper. author. 
   Equivalent condnetivity of 2-2 salts. 
S. Iianeko. J. Ckern. Soa ,7¢pan, 58, 603 
(r937)~ from the theory already reported [lac. 
ci4 56. rgzo (x939).] a fomrula for equir. 
conductivity of z-z salts is deduced and 
applied to the solo. of MgSO,. Author. 
   Theory of the activity coefficient 
in concentrated aqueous solution of 
strong electrolyte. DI. AUe. Sei. P¢lxra 
first. Pbga. C'Lem. Rese¢relr, 16, 37o-3Sz (t 937)• 
'Che lrii ial equation n attraction was ob4rined 
on the basis of the Deb}'e-Huckel th ory of 
ion, and it was deduced for repulsion Uy ac-
cepting the Lomntz theory on gas as applicaULe 
to electrolytic solo. The following equations 
of osmotic pressure were obtained for the 
strong electrol}•tes which dissociate ccording to 
_iM=rt »''trz~''' (z, and z. are valencies of 
ions). 
 Y-1-9 a ~ V r-au\r1o'l'.v=a-I-v..,
     z.3o3x6DkT v„ r+Q'+~C '•303 
s 
          
r 0''r= tm'DkT'7 
where ¢s denotes [he quantity correlated with 
dimension-of ion. IF the quan tity of pos. ion
9fiI~lt~mi~~ Vol. lln No. 6 (1937)
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    ,g-£!<rtrn<hnnirfr~~ rru2 
equal, ar=a5=a is 
o\ving equation IS
log f=-g0k2a t z , log (r+p'+/ C ) 
     z.3o3x6Dkla v t+t9'JC 
   +,3o3wC 
                                J. c. r.. 
   Chemical reaction in the silent 
electric discharge. XVI. Reaction bet-
ween hydrogen and solid inorganic 
compounds. S. \Iiyamoto. I3«/l. Chem. 
Sx..Tapau, 12, 3r3-3tj (r937).-Studies on 
the reduction ofa number of solid inorg. sub-
stances by hydrogen under the silent electric 
discharge were carried out- There follows an 
account of the results: (t) zK5CrO,+3II5 
=aK011+Cr.0,+l1_O, (-) KSCr50;+3H5 
=zK011+Cr50,+zI1,0, (3) z(NI-i,)SCr0,+ 
31L=aNH,+Cy05+511x0, (;) (NII,)SCr.0; 
+3l-L=zN1I,+Cr.0,+x1150, (~) Ca(CIO,)5 
+6H5=CnCl=+6H,Q (6) NaC90,+3I-I5= 
NaCl+31I,0, (7) ILaS0,+3II5=IIaS+3H50, 
DaS+x11:0=Sa(OII)S+IISS, I3aStIL=Ba 
Hs, {a> •rh(NO,),+t611,=•rh{ox),+aNH, 
+SII,Q '1'h(NO,),+aNH,+aII_0=aN11, 
NO,+Th(OH)„ NH.,NO,tII,=NIi,N05+ 
H50, (q) (NH,LSSOr+SIi.=(IQI-I,)SO,+II_S 
+aFI50, (NH,),S,OF+IL=(]II,)SSO,+I1, 
SO„ (w) Ii,S_0,+5II_=K.SQ+HS+aII_O, 
K.S50„+HS=1{:50,+11550,. J. C. L. 
    Measurement of specific heat of 
sodium carbonate by means of a twin 
calorimeter, DL .llatui and S. Kitazam. J 
Sx- Chem. Dert. Japax, 40, »=-55S (t 937)• 
-I3y making carbon tuU:lchloride a medium, 
specilic bent o(sodium carbonate nas measured 
by means of a aria Calorimeter. The result 
obtained is as follows : o.z7ot aooozo (zo°). 
                            J. C. L.
    Effects of ultra-violet, X- and t-
rays on the electrical conductivities of 
solid insulators. S. Shimizu. J. F,ledro-
Thn-nrodrcnrirtry a65 
chem. Aaaoe. Tapan. 5, zaa-X53 (t937)~ (I) 
Ultra-violet rays. Acmrclin-; to the study of 
li. Gudden and R. Pohl, it is a n-cll-known 
fact that the electrical mnductivities of dielec-
trits is affected by light. In this paper, the 
influence of ultra-violet raps on quartz and 
mica is examd.. and ils thmretical considera-
tion studied. The following conclusions are 
reached. (r) The electric onductiritics of 
quartz cut pamllel and perpendicular to lire 
C-axis are measured, under the influence of 
ultra-violet rays, and their numerical values 
are summarised. (z) "The ffect of ultra-violet 
rays nn the mnductivities of yuartz cut per-
pendicular or pamllel to the C-axis becomes 
small with an applial potential, nd converges 
into a stationary value. (3) The similar 
phenomena of various micas exposed to ultra-
violet cars are studied, and the value of 
 °"~ vario from x7.6 to z.o. (a) Dur-
   o r=5 min. 
ing the growth of polarization potential, the 
effect of ultra-violet rays is small, but iF the 
applied pnenlial is removed, it is large, (g) 
The mechanisan of the influence of ultra-violet 
rays on the electrical conductivities of dielectrics 
is considered, and the energy to release one 
electron is also estimated. (II) \-rays. 
ltiithnut an applied potential, a residual cur-
rent iu dielectric n'stals was measured, the 
latter being place in a dark room after they 
were exposed to \-m}'s. 'This phenomenon 
appears inyuartz and calcite plates tut pamllel 
to {too) plane, and rock-salts, ani[icial and 
natural (Siassfur[, Germany), cu[ parallel to 
(coo}, (uo) and (tn), The variation of the 
residual current with the time of exposure to 
S-ra}•s, the effect of the thickness of specimen, 
the direction of 1-ra}•s and the residual cur-
rent, the relation behveen the crystal surface 
and the direction of ~-rays, the temp. effect, 
and the relation between the part exposed to 
X-rays and the rest of the crystal were 
studied, The action of X-ra}•s upon a 
dielectriccrystal is assumed to be similar to 
[hat of impurity in semi-mnduttors. (IlI) 
7-rays. Residual current occurs in dielectrics 
by irradiation f 7•-rays. These phenomena i  
paraf5n, moonstone, yuartz and ambloid were
9fiI~lt~mitt~ Vol. lln No. 6 (1937)
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studied. The direction of the current is equal 
to the case where the irradiated surface were 
brought ro pos. electric potential. In piled 
specimens, the inner surfaces show neg. sign. 
The cunent increases with the irradiation time, 
anti com•erges to a coast. value. Author. 
   Studies on the membrane potential. 
J. Nakagawa. .7apaa. J. Ucd. Riophyx.4, zq8-
3jj (x937) 1. The mncn. cftcet of puly-
valent ca[ions upon mllodion membranes. 
Rrith very thin mllodion membranes of graded 
permeability (the thinest=ca. t p) it is fomtd 
that the scr-caUcd " cation permeability " (L. 
\Iichaelis) is confirmed not only a•itU univalent 
canons but also with polyvalent (Mg, Ca, Sr, 
Ba and La) u far as the solos. arc dilute 
enough.-li. On the diffusion theory. The 
deviation i  roncd. solo. may be represented, 
assuming the diffusion theory of Kentst by a 
simple approximate formula, u _ v„ c                            v
„ cta' 
where a and v are the hypothelital mobilities 
within a membrane of cation and anion resp., 
and uo and ro t}tose in the aqumus phase. a 
is a coast. depending upon the penncabilig•, 
i.e., the pore-size of a membrane and the 
valency of cation. The relative mobililics of 
nnivalent canons, at ]cast, may be represented 
Uy the formula, n, _(.ua )g, where vi° and 
u'„ are the mobilities in the free diffusion sort 
~ a coast depending chietly upon the per-
meability. The decrease of u/v with increasing 
mncn. would Ue due to the decrease of the 
ma,~rtitude of the neg. t-potential s the sur-
rounding fluid is more coned. ; the valency 
effect might be also ascribed to the reduction 
of the ~-potential in the presence of ]wlyvalent 
cation.-III. Amphoteric properties of the
    TR TSAC Val. XI 
membrane marg. neutral red. The mllodion 
membrane contg. neutral red acts as an "anion 
permcaUle " membrane in an acidic medium. 
In an alkaline solo., on the contrary, it Ue-
haces as a "canon penueable" one. The 
reversal of the direction of the membrane 
potential would be caused by the change of 
the sign of the t:-potential in an acidic fluid, 
in which dye-cation is dissociated and the 
membrane might Ue pasitive]y chargcYl there-
by. Author. 
   On the melting point and decom-
position pressures of ammoniumtarba-
mate nt higher temperature. I. 1{itawaki, 
S. I [ori and It1. Shimoda. RapGr. 7olcyo Iinp. 
Ltd. Hcxarck LaL., 32, (6) t-iq (rg37),-By 
measuring 4te m.p. of ammonium-carLnmatc 
and iU detompn. press at qo°-tq;.t°C., the 
following results were obtained. (Q Ured 
formation is always remgnizetl nn heating 
ammonium-carbamate, and it is impossible to
determine the [rue m,p. of ammonium-rnrba-
mate itsdf. '1'Ue authors found that this point 
lies at temp. range r53.j ^ -t5j.~ C. (z) 
The dcmmpn. press: of ammonium-carbamate 
increasttl wish temp. and o'as j7.7 arm. at 
t;;.j°C. R'hcn the heating was continued 
further, the press dropped suddenly and was 
;6.r arm. at t;g.o°C. A figure showing 
curves of decan pn. press. and temps. is 
attached. Authors. 
   On the Ilecquerel effect of copper 
oaide electrode in alkali solo. N. 
Hayami. 'this Journal, 11, x66-t88 (t937)• 
   Thermal analysis of chemical reac-
tion velocity. S. Horihr. 'I'bis Journal, 
11, t3q-zor (t937)•
       4 -COLLOID 
   The lyophile proper 
%. The clectrokinetic 
various concentrations 
of cellulose derivatives for the
CHEMISTRY AND SURF
ty of celluloses. 
phenomenon of 
in the solutions 
       solvent.
K. Kanauta 
Lrd..lapan, 
aceton sot n. 
down into
ACE CHEMISTRY 
ru and S. Kawano. .f. J'oc. C/era. 
40, t87-r9t (x937)•-13y making 
of the cellulose derivatives flow 
the solvent in electric field, the
9fi(~1t~mi~~ Vol. lln No. 6 (1937)
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 (lowing gradient for the direction of gravity 
 was measured. The value of me bomhdary 
 charge of ~ potential at the contact surface 
 eas obtained by varying the concn. of solos., 
 and the meaning n( the boundary potential 
 (vas Studied with respect to [he phenomenon 
 of solvation. J. C. i.-
    Electric boundary turbulence. XI. 
 Absorption dispersion spectrum of elec-
 tromagnetic wave of cellulose particle 
 series at higher temperature. I. Dl. 
 Shikata nd .S'. Ueda. J. I:'leeCrceJieru. aaxoc. 
 Japan, 5, q, toy (tq; y).-The adsorption 
 dispersion of electromagneticwave (below 
 6.oco cycles and at the temp. range 3o°-v 
 i t0°C.) at lhelow•er r gion with respectto wood 
 cellulose-liquid parallin series was mctsured. 
 The app. and the method used for the expt. 
 were similar to those in the preeioaspaper. 
 The resuls obtained were as follows. (t) 
The wood cellulose-liquid paraffin series which 
 did not show the dielecuic loss at ordinary 
 temp., when temp. was raised, bcgmt o pro-
 duce the loss from the lower frequencies and 
 elettro-static capacity of the equiv. series was 
 varied. R'hcn the number of frequencies was 
 low, they showed a tendency to present the 
 max. of the dielectric loss in the higher temp. 
 region. (z) \Vhen thenumheroffreyuencies 
 was equal, they began to produce the loss, as 
the temp. became higher, in the lower re~rion 
 contg. water and to show the variation of the 
 electro-static capacity of the equiv. series. '['the 
max. of the dielectric loss appeared where 
water couttine.l was cons[. (;) \Vhen the 
 number of frequencies was varied, there ap-
peared the max. point of the dielectric loss. 
The number of frequencies n which the coax, 
point appeared migrated to the higher Ge-
yucncics, as the quantity of water contained 
became greater and the temp. of measuring 
higher, and its max. value ixrame great. As 
for the e]ectrostatic capacit}• of equiv. series, 
Cs became smaller townnls the region of higher 
temp. as the number of frequencies became 
higher. Iiut in the range where the dielectric 
loss rlid •no[ appear because of low temp. or 
little absorbed water, the higher the numlrcr
¢Co!lnfil Chnurrln~ mrd Serrfrrr Chenrirrn• 4Si 
of frequencies became, the greater the increase 
in the electro-static capacity of equiv. series. 
(;) The greater the yuant#t}• of water con-
htined and the higher the temp. measured, the 
less became the relaxation time r. (j) The 
thmretical consideration f r the results obtained 
is quite similar to that alretd}' reported hr the 
previous paper. J. C. L. 
    Preparation of silica gel. H.:\ndo. 
Aep'a. 'L'okyo Lnp. /inf. liesearek LaL., 31, 
(j) ii t j(r (t93i)•-Lt preparigg silirn gel by 
mixing sodium silicate with an acid, the 
influence of the procedure; upon the adsorp-
tion capacity and Bonn of products were studied 
by examination f the materials, the manner 
of mixing, coagulation, contraction, washing, 
drying and heating. The conditions ueces;ary 
to increase ffectively adsorption capacity, 
intensity, and the size of silica gel were rletd. 
                            J. C. L. 
    Adsorption of silica gel. I1. Amio. 
IZyfa. laFya Inhp. Ltd. Research Lab., 31, 
(j) t-7> ((937)•-\Vith respect to silica gels 
preptl. by different methods, adsorixthiliry• of gas 
and vapour of various liquids was measured 
by the static and the dynamic method, and 
the atlsorhnbility was classified into adsorption 
intensity and adsorption capacity. It was 
found that the adsorizability is. remarkably 
different according to the sort of silica gel ; 
the adsorbed amt. at the smaller humidity 
range is dependent of the adsorption i tensity 
which is characteristic o the sample and that 
at the greater humidity range v detd. by [he 
adsorption capacit}•. \Vhen adsorption temp. 
and humidity are cons(, the adsorption ctpa-
city by the static method anti that by the 
dynamic method are equal. Sp. gr. of silica 
gel was measured, and it was found that the 
cons(. relation of quantity is held between the 
sp. gr. and the adsorbed rant of sud. vapour. 
1'he cun•e of adsorption of vapour is given. 
N6eu the grain of silica gel is made small, 
its adsorption capacity and intensit}' are slightly 
decreased, The comparison f silica gel with 
active carbon and the theoretical consideration 
of its adsorption are stated. J. G L.
9fif~lt~mi~~ Vol. lln No. 6 (1937)
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   Adsorption of solvent vapour by 
the solute crystal. 1. Uhara and 3I. 
\akamura. RuA. Chem. S'oe. .layait, 12, 
zz~ z33 ([937)•-Lumping of pored. of soluble 
solid substances in the .vet air a[ Common 
temp. is otserved even when the humidity or 
vapour pressarc of water is lower than that 
of the sod. solo. of the su I>stances. and this 
phenomenon is not attributed to mere deliques-
cence. Both adsnrptions of water vapour by 
pores!. and surftce mndnc4ance of crystal of 
KBr increase with humidity of air, and this 
increase is eery sharp tts the humidity ap• 
prmches that of the satd. solo. Accardinglr,. 
it is considered that adsorbed water on the 
soluble substances shows to some client the 
function as the solvent; and ions or molecules 
of the crystal surface lxcome mobile. and if 
the adsorption layer is of some thicknc•~s a 
sort of solo. is formed, of which vapour 
pressure is lower than that of the satd. solo. 
Lumping of pored., surface mndnetance and 
electrolysis and increased velocity of reactions 
lxhvicen solid sub~ances are explained by these 
considerations in cases of soluble suls4vtces. 
                            Autbors 
   Studies on the sorption of gases 
by titania gel. IV. The sorption of 
water vapour and the capillary con-
densation as a part of the sorption 
phenomenon. I. 1liguti. I>rJl. Inst. Plrys• 
Chem. Research, 16, 536-547 (rg37).-The 
eftect of heating the gel in temp. range 5z° 
--toao°C was examd. by stud}•ing the iso-
therms at zo°C. The primary Izrrt of the 
isotherm, which is mncare to the pressare 
axis and considered to be due to van der 
~Vaals' adsorption, was lowered very rapidly 
with the healing temp. of the gel and almost 
disappeared by heating the gel m Stto°C 
for qo minutes. lIowecer, the succeeding 
secondar}• part still sun•iced even in the ca-u 
where the gel was dehydrate to a great extent 
and -the fine particles eemed to bea>me more 
crystalline. Considering [bese results combined 
wiih those previously obtained the author has 
concluded that the secondazy part may Ix due 
to capillary condensation and that the dimen-
lions of pore radius everal times larger than 
the molecular dimensions of the sorptiv-e is 
large nough to cause capillary condensation. 
The sorption, desorption a d resorption eta 
were measured at zo° and 3o°C avilh 
the same gel as that used in the previous 
expts. The capillary condens'atiou theory may 
explain the !acts that he relation between the 
liquid volume of condensutl ~emer and the 
capillary pore rulius is independntt of emp. 
and that the dif7erential heat of sorption is
cons[. and near [he heat of cndetsation. 
Finally i[ gas shown that 11(cI3aiti s suggestion 
(or the mechanism of h}'steresis in h}'dmtion 
(tg35) might he extcoded to the general ex-
planation f hysteresis in the sorption pheno-
mena of vapours he porous sorlxnts. 
                            Author.
   Surface tension of heavy water. T. 
Takiuchi, T. Sugita and T. bmi. 14ce. Phys~ 
illath. ,Six..7apcu, Iii 19, 5jz-554 (t937)~ 
Usutg acapillary U-tu[x of radii t„„~~ mm and 
,,,,~,,, amt and of Ienglb r.6 cm placed in a 
thermosLU, surface tension of beau}' water 
r(dyne/cm) at same temps. arc me;~sured by 
reading the positions of nvo surfaces in the 
tube with a microscope. The tube cons[. 
 9 t - t r z ~ r R ~ `vherer:utd R are theradii of hvo 
bores and g the acceleration of gclvitp, is decd. 
in two wavs, by the observation of surface 
tension of ordinary [cater and by direct calcn., 
and is found tct lx 33.384 C.G.S. Density of 
heavy eater p gm/cm' is expressal in hco 
empirical formulas obtained by the method of 
least square: 
p=r.to65+to''(-t4.3+z.4i tt l-o.ttt4z P 
 +o.ooo t o3o t'+o.cooco545q !'') 
                            for E=o°-r6o°. 
p=t.to65+to-'{g6.3o-3.6845 t-o.ot355 t") 
                        for f=4o°-tco°,
the values being taken tram Perperot-Schacherl's 
paper. But formula nalogus In Thiesen's for 
ordinary water can not be obtained. F,uh~o~ 
formula for hravv water is obtained as follows 
       r =-o.tao>o97 (t-5oz.3•s76),       P* 
critical temp. being higher than that forordinary 
water. Authors.
9fi1~1t~miii~ Vol. lln No. 6 (1937)
\o. G g-CoJlurd C/rrnruFq~ rnrd .S+ujrxe C/remislry 480
   On the rigidity and the constitu-
tion of thermoreveraible gel. F. I~limca. 
This Journal, 11, to7-t tq (tg37). 
   On the chemisorption of carbon 
dioxide by reduced iron. I. Ii. 1Cax~a-
kita. 'I'bis Joumal, 11, 39-13 (r937)•
   A study of the energy distribution 
of the active centres of catalysts by 
the adsorption of poisonous substances. 
I. The decomposition of hydrogen 
peroxide with platinum black poisoned 
by mercuric ion. M. liubokawa. 'Phil 
Joumal, Il, zoz-ziG (~qg?).
